Provisional questions for the Cornwall peer review

- Enhance implementation of the Digital Economy smart specialisation

1. **Question - How can mining-related businesses benefit from the digital economy?**

- Engage with innovation and best practice in environmental protection and resource efficiency

2. **Question - What are the next innovations for environmental and social mining-related businesses?**

- Enhance the SME sector, e.g. via the [Cornwall Mining Alliance](#), through a better understanding of how the sector can collaborate to boost individual businesses, using examples of good practice

3. **Question - How can SMEs collaborate to tackle large contracts?**

- Make policy proposals for consideration in post 2020 regional policy instruments.

4. **Question - What are the big initiatives that Cornwall should take to expand mining related businesses?**
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1. How can mining-related businesses benefit from the digital economy? (Tony Hartwell)

2. What are the next innovations for environmental and social mining-related businesses? (Ed Glucksman)

3. How can SMEs collaborate to tackle large contracts? (Kathy Hicks)

4. What are the big initiatives that Cornwall should take to expand mining related businesses? (Frances Wall)
• Lunchtime

• Write any questions on the sticky notes

• Write any initial ideas on the sticky notes

• Discuss the issues with the morning’s speakers

• Choose a breakout group, i.e. a question for the afternoon
Dinner: Garden Room at Princess Pavilions, Falmouth, TR11 4AR
www.mireu.eu